In 2008, you mostly coincided with:

- **Aaron**, including New York and Portland
- **Kaia**, in Boston
- **Benjamin Mako**, in Boston
- **Alessandra**, in Cambridge
- **Jesse**, in Boston

You took 21 trips in 2008, which added up to 103,254 km or 28% of the distance to the moon.

In 2008, you spent 268 days at home and 98 days traveling.

You have 122 travelers in your network. They traveled a total of 9,156,344 km in 2008, and everyone on Dopplr traveled a total of 1331.4 million km or 8.9 AU in 2008: the approximate distance to Saturn from the Earth as of January 2009.

Your personal velocity for 2008 was 11.78 km/h, which is about the same as a butterfly.


The furthest distance you traveled was to San Francisco (10,056 km from Rome), which is the 3rd most popular city on Dopplr. The shortest distance you traveled was to Monterey (139 km from San Francisco), which is the 151st most popular city on Dopplr.

You spent the longest in Cambridge, Dan Gillmor has a tip:

“I frequently stay at the Kendall Hotel at Kendall Sq. It’s a minute walk MIT and to the Red Line, one which it’s two stops to Harvard Sq. Breakfast and WiFi (good speeds normally) are included in the usually reasonable price of a room.

http://www.kendallhotel.com/ See more on the city page for Cambridge on Dopplr.”

Your carbon for 2008:

12,048 kg CO2

Based on figures from Fueleconomy.gov, 1 x Hummer H3 4WD truck produces nearly 10 metric tonnes of CO2 a year. The visualization above uses this figure to illustrate your carbon from Dopplr as calculated by our friends at http://amee.cc and is an approximation only.